Request for New Uniform Standards or
Changes to Uniform Standards
Pursuant to §119 of the Rule for the Adoption, Amendment and Repeal of Rules for the Interstate
Insurance Product Regulation Commission
Please note that requests for changes to the Uniform Standards submitted by June 30 will be reviewed
by the Product Standards Committee (PSC) and assigned a priority in accordance with their procedures
and schedule. A public call will be scheduled to discuss the requests after July 1 each year. The PSC will
recommend priorities for the following year to the Management Committee for their consideration.

* Required
1. Name of Person Requesting Change: *

2. Affiliation *
Industry Advisory Committee
Consumer Advisory Committee
Regulator
Legislator
Other Interested Party
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3. Contact Email *

4. Contact Phone Number *

5. Request is For *
New Standard
Amendment to Existing Standard

6. Section and subsection(s) of Uniform Standard if applicable:

7. Detailed description of the request, including the scope if a new Uniform Standard, and
if appropriate also include proposed language consideration. *
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8. Detailed explanation of the reason for the request. If a new Uniform Standard, please
provide support that this type of product has been filed and approved in Compacting
States. If an amendment to an existing Uniform Standards, please provide support for
how circumstances or underlying assumptions (whether in regulation, in the
marketplace or otherwise) have changed. *

9. Is this change currently accepted in Compact states? *
Accepted in All Compact Member States
Accepted in Most Compact Member States
Not Accepted in Compact Member States
Unknown

10. If accepted in the majority of Compact states, indicate states that do not permit this
provision.
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11. Would this change conflict with any NAIC Model laws or regulations? *
Yes
No
Unknown

12. If yes, identify NAIC Model Law or Regulation.
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